
Call for Submissions – Knots: An Undergraduate Journal of Disability Studies

ISSUE #7: (Inter)dependence, Collective Care, and Access

KNOTS is a peer-reviewed journal that highlights high-caliber work by undergraduate
students and undergraduate alumni*, work that moves beyond normative biomedical
conceptions of disability and contributes to the development and growth of disability studies as a
field. The editors are open to the widest array of topics that contribute to disability studies and to
the continued examination and deconstruction of ableism. Submissions in the forms of essays,
creative writing, book and film reviews, as well as art pieces are welcome. Submissions are not
limited to students from the University of Toronto.

“We have to work to transform the world, but we can only do that effectively if we
can work to transform ourselves and our relationships with each other at the
same time. Because our work depends on us and our relationships with each
other. [...] This is how we practice interdependence. This is how we practice trust
and belonging and hope. This is how we practice disability justice in its most
powerful and magnificent potential.”

— “‘Disability Justice’ is Simply Another Term for Love” by Mia Mingus

Knots Issue #7: “(Inter)dependence, Dependence, Collective Care and Access” seeks to
reflect on how understandings and practices of interdependence, care and access shape our
social, material, and political lives. Our consideration of this theme comes from reflections upon
present shifts in mainstream discourse surrounding dependence, collective access, care, health,
wellness, labour, and consequently, disability and critical disability justice. Thinking beyond our
ever-shifting societies that have been strained by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic/endemic,
we invite readers and contributors to consider narratives of solidarity, futurity, potentiality and
possibility.

We invite written and creative submissions that engage broadly with the intersections of
BIPOC/racialized disability, health and mental health, queerness, social movements and political
activism. Contributors may choose to discuss (but are not limited to) the following themes as
they relate to disability justice and disability studies:

- Pandemics, endemics, COVID-19
- Care and Collective Access
- Institutionalization, psychiatrization
- Education, Schools, Academia
- Indigeneity, Postcolonialism, Decolonization
- Migrant, refugee, settler-identities
- State-violence, topics related to nations, borders
- Accessibility, Inaccessibility, Health, Wellness
- Abolitionism, policing, the prison-industrial complex
- Environmental justice, climate change
- Queerness, LGBTQ2SIA+ issues and themes



- Sex, sexuality, love, and other social relationships
- Rest, Productivity
- Futurity, utopias, etc.

Knots is grounded by frameworks of disability studies, mad studies, and disability justice.
Through this issue, we invite a continuation of these critical and crucial areas of research from
undergraduate authors and emerging scholars, and artists, in the face of our current times.
Knots is an international journal and welcomes submissions from any academic institution within
or outside of Canada. Please note that while all students are welcome to submit to Knots: Issue
#7, we will be placing priority on disabled, crip and mad students’ work, as well as submissions
we receive from Black, Indigenous and racialized students.

________________________________________________________________

Submission Deadline = MAY 2ND, 2022 @ 11:59 PM (EST).

Submission Procedure & Information

The submission process is electronic: Please email us your submission as a WORD document
attachment to our email at knots.contact@gmail.com no later than MAY 2ND, 2022 at 11:59 PM
(EST). Include your name, pronouns, year of study, and institutional affiliation.

Written manuscripts should be a maximum of 4500 words, including citations. We welcome all
citation styles but we ask that they remain consistent across the submission (ex. APA, MLA,
Chicago).

For artistic pieces please include an artist statement as a WORD document with your
submission (maximum 350 words) that details the themes and ideas conveyed in the piece.

Film and book reviews should be a maximum of 1500 words.

Any questions regarding content, submission or accessibility requests should be directed to
knots.contact@gmail.com. The Editorial Collective looks forward to receiving your submissions
and producing Knots Issue #7.

Knots is also seeking peer reviewers for the editorial board! If you are interested, send the
journal an email. We will prioritize disabled, mad and BIPoC applicants.

*All submissions must be work produced in the context of an undergraduate degree. We
recognize that the contributor may no longer be an undergraduate at the time of submission.
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